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ABSTRACT
Magnetic skyrmions are promising candidates for computing and memory applications. The static and dynamic behaviors of skyrmions are
tunable by altering the interfacial magnetic properties. These interfacial magnetic properties are alterable by modifying the interface structure
of thin films. However, the relationship between the structural properties of the interface and the skyrmions properties is not straightforward,
and a comprehensive insight is required to facilitate better controllability of the skyrmions’ behaviors. Here, we comprehensively understand
the relationship between atomic displacements at the interface and skyrmions’ static behavior. In this study, we used ion irradiation to achieve
inter-atomic displacements. We observed that the inter-atomic displacements could tailor the physical properties of skyrmions. We noticed a
peculiar increase in the magnetization, Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction, and exchange stiffness. The modifications in magnetic properties
reduced the domain wall energy, which enhanced the skyrmion density (by six-folds) and reduced the average skyrmion diameter (by 50%).
Furthermore, we compared the observed results of ion irradiation with those from the annealing process (a well-studied method for modifying
magnetic properties) to better understand the effect of atomic displacements. Our study provides a route to achieve a highly-dense skyrmion
state, and it can be explored further to suppress the skyrmion Hall effect for skyrmion-based applications.

© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0118147

INTRODUCTION

Skyrmions are chiral spin textures that have gained consider-
able interest due to their promising applications in memory and
computing.1–3 In a specific material system, skyrmion’s behavior
is affected by magnetic properties. Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interac-
tion (DMI), an anti-symmetric exchange interaction induced by
spin–orbit coupling, is a crucial property for the existence and
stability of skyrmions in thin films.4–6 A relative change in the

DMI as compared to the effective magnetic anisotropy (Keff ) and
exchange stiffness constant (Aex) can impact the density, size, and
thermal stability of skyrmions.7–13 Such changes in magnetic prop-
erties were achieved through approaches like variation in the stoi-
chiometry and thickness of the ferromagnetic (FM) layer.9,14,15 The
approaches were able to control the skyrmions’ physical properties
up to some extent.

Ion irradiation is a useful technique that induces displacement
and recombination of atoms in a target sample. The irradiation
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FIG. 1. Field-dependent skyrmion properties of the pristine sample. (a) MH loops of the pristine sample. (b)–(e) MFM images of magnetic textures observed at various fields
(applied in out-of-plane direction). The scale bar represents 1 μm length. (f) and (g) are the plots of skyrmion size. The pristine sample shows a maximum density at a field
of 39 mT. [Shades in (f) and (g) represent the spread in measured values, achieved by fitting all skyrmions accepted after the filtering process.]

of light elements like Helium follows a simple ballistic recoil mech-
anism model.16–21 He+ ions irradiation in an energy range of
10–30 keV induces short-range atomic displacements (in the order
of a few inter-atomic distances) without causing harsh material
damage like surface sputtering or cascade collisions.22 Moreover,
for doses lower than 1020 ions/m2, the roughness of the interface
can remain almost unaffected, and the morphology of the layers
does not show any blistering effect.18,23 The structural modifica-
tions induced by ion irradiation alter the magnetic properties of
material systems.24,25 As shown recently, ion irradiation can induce
the nucleation of magnetic skyrmions.26,27 However, these studies
failed to achieve the required change in magnetic properties. More-
over, in these studies, the complex interplay between the changes in
structural properties and the resulting skyrmion nucleation was not
clearly established.

In this article, we comprehensively understand the effect
of interfacial atomic displacements on the physical attributes of
skyrmions. We have used He+ irradiation to induce the displace-
ment of atoms at the interface of thin films and lateral displacements
of atoms within the FM layer. The atomic displacements resulted
in an enhancement of the magnetostatic energy, which substantially
influenced the bulk (exchange energy and saturation magnetization)
and interfacial (surface anisotropy and DMI) magnetic properties.
The changes in magnetic properties enhanced the skyrmion den-
sity by six-folds while reducing the skyrmion diameter by 50%. We
performed various structural analyses to understand the effect of
irradiation on the structure of thin films, which affected skyrmion
properties. Furthermore, we have annealed our samples, a well-
studied method for modifying magnetic properties, to compare and
understand the effect of atomic displacements on magnetic proper-
ties. Our study provides a comprehensive understanding of the effect
of interfacial atomic displacements on the attributes of skyrmions.

We performed this study on a multilayer stack consisting
of [Pt(3)/Co60Fe20B20(0.5)/MgO(1.5)]8 (thickness in nanometer),
which was deposited on a SiOx wafer (see the “Experimental
Section”). After deposition, we did not anneal the sample (hereafter

referred to as pristine sample), which kept the FM layer in an
amorphous state.28–30 We irradiated the pristine sample with a He+

ion beam at different doses (ion fluences), varying from 0 to 12
× 1018 ions/m2 (1014 ions/cm2)31 (see the “Experimental Section”).
We investigated the changes in structural properties using time-of-
flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS), cross-sectional
energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), and Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. We probed the magnetic properties by employing a
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and an alternating gra-
dient field magnetometer (AGM). In addition, we measured the
DMI using Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy.32,33 For
estimating Aex, we used micromagnetic simulations. We used a mag-
netic force microscope (MFM) to examine the size and density of
skyrmions.

We started by examining the pristine sample. The sam-
ple exhibits a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy with a Keff of
140 kJ/m3. The magnetic hysteresis (MH) loop of the sample shows
a shear trait [Fig. 1(a)]. The MFM imaging at zero field revealed
a labyrinthine magnetic texture with a nearly equal area of up
and down magnetized domains [Fig. 1(b)]. When imaged at exter-
nal magnetic fields (μ0H), the stripe domains transformed into
skyrmions [shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(e)]. The observation of skyrmions
in the pristine sample implies the existence of a sizable interfacial
DMI required for their room temperature stabilization.34 Field-
dependent imaging revealed the highest skyrmion density of 7.2
skyrmion/μm2 at 39 mT [Fig. 1(f)]. The average size of skyrmion
varied over 100–250 nm [Fig. 1(g)] under different external fields.
This variation infers a relatively large distribution of skyrmion
size.

MODULATION OF STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

We began the investigation of irradiated samples by ToF-SIMS.
The relative intensities and positions of ToF-SIMS peaks for irra-
diated and pristine samples can infer the displaced atoms.35–37 We
compared the peak intensities of 8× and 12× samples with the
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pristine sample (hereafter, n being an integer n× representing the
multiple of 1018 ions/m2 for dose and 1014 ions/cm2 for ion flu-
ence). The observation of eight repetitive peaks (after irradiation)
for all elements of layers (see the supplementary material) validated
the intactness of the layers after irradiation. We normalized the
intensity of the peak by dividing it with an area under the curve of
the pristine sample peak (the first peak of the same element). The
8× sample lacked any significant reduction in the Co, Fe, and B
intensities [Figs. 2(a)–2(c)]. In addition, the intensity [Fig. 2(d)] and
the position of the Mg peak for the 8× sample were unchanged,
eliminating any possibility of Mg intermixing into the FM layer
[Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)]. We speculate that the lack of noticeable changes
for the 8× sample may be due to the limited resolution of the
ToF-SIMS measurement.

On the contrary, for the 12× sample, the Co and Fe intensi-
ties were reduced [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], which may arise from the
displacement of atoms.36 The reduction was observed for all peaks
of the 12× sample (see the supplementary material). We did not
notice any significant broadening in the peaks of FM atoms. Interest-
ingly, we noticed a slight reduction in the intensity of B. The reduced
intensities of FM atoms (unlike the 8× sample) resulted from the
increased He+ bombardments, suggesting the displacement of the
FM atoms. Although we did not observe any reduction in the inten-
sity of the Mg peak [Fig. 2(d)], we noticed a shift in the peak position
[Fig. 2(e)]. We speculate that the shift in peak is due to the shifting
of Mg atoms from the Mg layer to the FM layer.

The unchanged intensity of B peaks of 8× and similar inten-
sity of 12× samples [Fig. 2(c)] questions the sensitivity of the used
ToF-SIMS instrument against B. We answered this question by char-
acterizing an annealed (300 ○C) unirradiated sample. Annealing of
the CoFeB layer induces the migration of B atoms, leading to its

crystallization.39,40 We observed a reduced peak intensity of B after
annealing (see the supplementary material), which signifies the suit-
ability of used ToF-SIMS equipment for detecting B. Noticeably,
the B peaks of pristine and irradiated samples showed an asymmet-
ric nature, which reflects the asymmetric diffusion of B in the FM
layer. In addition, we noticed a slight shift in the asymmetry of peaks
toward the MgO/CoFeB interface with an increase in the irradiation
dose. We speculate that the ion irradiation may induce heating to
the samples, and as reported, B migration can occur in a few sec-
onds due to the heating,41,42 which might have resulted in formation
of a MgBxOy layer at the interface.43

Next, we visualized the effect of ion irradiation on the 8× sam-
ple structure via EDS. We observed that the Co layers remained
at their positions, corroborating the ToF-SIMS results [Figs. 2(f)
and 2(g)]. Notably, we saw the displacement of Co atoms at the
CoFeB/Pt interface [Fig. 2(g)] and roughening of the Co layer at
MgO/CoFeB interface. The displaced Co atoms at CoFeB/Pt inter-
face infer the intermixing of Co and Pt atoms. In contrast to Co
layers, Pt layers were still intact and lacked any considerable move-
ment of atoms [Figs. 2(h) and 2(i)] between two adjacent Pt layers.
Unlike ToF-SIMS, EDS results showed the displacement of atoms in
the 8× sample. However, ToF-SIMS indicated the displacement of
atoms in the 12× sample only. This implies that the changes in the
12× sample were significant to get detected by ToF-SIMS. Hence,
we concluded that the displacement of atoms was increased with
an increase in the irradiation dose. Moreover, the EDS results of
8× showed a minute broadening of the Mg layer and did not depict
any displacement of Mg atoms (similar to the ToF-SIMS results for
8×Mg).

Interestingly, sputter deposition of MgO on the CoFeB
layer can result in the oxidation of FM atoms.43,44 While ion

FIG. 2. Modulation in the structural properties due to different ion doses (fluences). (a)–(c) ToF-SIMS intensities of Co, Fe, and B for the pristine, 8×, and 12× samples for
the top layer. The intensities were normalized with respect to the area under the curve of peaks from the pristine sample. (d) ToF-SIMS intensities of Mg for the pristine, 8×,
and 12× samples. The decrease in the amplitude of peaks with respect to the sputtering time is due to reduced sputter yield during the sputtering process of ToF-SIMS.38

(e) The zoomed-in first peak of Mg for the pristine, 8×, and 12× samples. The shift in the position of the 12× peak is highlighted (the green box). (f) and (g) Cross-sectional
EDS of Co for pristine and irradiated 8× samples (shown by zoomed-in region). (h) and (i) Cross-sectional EDS of Pt for pristine and irradiated 8× samples.
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FIG. 3. Predicted displacements of atoms due to He+ ion irradiation. Monte Carlo simulations (TRIM) on the displacement of atoms. (a) Plot for ferromagnetic atoms migration
into the Pt layer. Intermixing of ferromagnetic atoms increases linearly with the ion dose. (b) Schematics of irradiation induced displacements depicting intermixing at interface
and B substituting at interstitial sites.

irradiation-driven intermixing can, in principle, induce such oxi-
dation, this is expected to reduce the resulting magnetization. The
increased magnetization observed upon irradiation for our samples
(discussed in the next section) indicates that such oxidation, even if
present, is unlikely to play an important role in our work.

We further investigated the effect of ion irradiation on the
structure of pristine samples via Monte Carlo simulations45–47 (see
the supplementary material). The simulations suggested the dis-
placement of FM atoms (Co, Fe, and B) into the Pt layer and
intermixing of atoms at the interface of the CoFeB and Pt layers
[Fig. 3(a)]. The higher number of displaced Co atoms (predicted per
cubic nm) than that of Fe and B atoms is a result of the higher sto-
ichiometry of Co in the FM layer. The atomic displacements were
increased with the irradiation dose,48 corroborating the ToF-SIMS
results. Moreover, the simulations predicted the lateral displace-
ments of FM atoms inside the FM layer, which were higher than
those in the Pt layer (see the supplementary material). Since the FM
layer is amorphous, Co and Fe atoms can swap with each other,
resulting in a negligible effect on the structure and magnetic prop-
erties. In contrast, the lateral displacement of B can result in B
substituting between Co and Fe atoms [Fig. 3(b)], which may affect
the properties.42,49,50

MODIFIED MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

We measured magnetization curves to probe the effect of
atomic displacements on magnetic properties. We noticed an

increase in the saturation field (μ0Hs) of MH loops [Fig. 4(a)]. In
addition, the loops became narrower (losing their sheared trait) with
increased irradiation dose (see the supplementary material). More-
over, we found that the Ms was increased, reaching 150% for 8× dose
[Fig. 4(b)]. We reconfirmed the enhanced Ms by measuring the MH
loops by an AGM. Furthermore, we quantified the increase in μ0Hs
[Fig. 4(c)] using first order reversal curves51 (see the supplemen-
tary material). We further noticed that Keff decreased monotonically
when the irradiation doses increased [Fig. 4(c)].

The increase in Ms [Fig. 4(b)] might arise due to intermixing
of FM and Pt atoms at the interface and migration of B. The inter-
mixing of Co (Fe) with Pt results in the formation of magnetic CoPt
(FePt) alloy, which may further increase magnetic moment due to
band narrowing and reduction of nearest neighbors.52 Addition-
ally, the immediate proximity of Co with Pt can induce magnetic
moment to Pt atoms,53–56 thereby decreasing the effective thickness
of the dead layer (0.2 nm for the pristine sample) while increasing the
total magnetic moment. The reduction in the dead layer, along with
the possible migration of B (discussed in the ToF-SIMS section), can
increase Ms by 35%.57 We separately examined the possible increase
in Ms by annealing the pristine sample at various temperatures. The
annealed samples resulted in an enhanced Ms, where the Ms was
increased up to a similar value of 8× sample (see the supplementary
material). This outcome supports that the two effects can cause the
enhancement of Ms. Meanwhile, the reduced Ms of the highest dose
sample (12×) can be explained due to the shifting of non-magnetic
element (Mg) into the FM layer and high intermixing of Co and

FIG. 4. Magnetic properties of irradiated samples. (a) MH loops of pristine and 12× sample. Ms increased after irradiation. (b) Variation of saturation magnetization Ms and
surface magnetization Ms × t with varying irradiation doses (fluences). (c) Effective magnetic anisotropy energy density and saturation field (out of plane) for different ion
doses.
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Pt atoms,58,59 which reduces the magnetization. Previous studies on
He+ irradiation of CoFeB material systems did not show enhanced
Ms. The lack of such behavior can be explained due to the use
of annealed material systems in the previous studies.22,36,60,61 The
annealed system had already gone through B migration during the
annealing and, hence, did not show any increase in Ms after irra-
diation. Moreover, we eliminated any possible discrepancy in the
effective thickness of the FM layer by calculating surface saturation
magnetization (Ms × t) [Fig. 4(b)]. The reduced Keff with increase
of interfacial atomic displacements is a direct repercussion of dis-
ordering at the interface between FM and Pt layers,62,63 observed
in the structural characterizations. In contrast, the increased μoHs
and narrowness in the MH loops after irradiation are the outcome of

weaker perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and enhanced magneto-
static energy.28,30,64 In addition, we saw that the uniaxial anisotropy
(Ku) was increased after irradiation even when the Keff was reduced
(see the supplementary material). We concluded that the increased
Ku is an attribute of the enhanced magnetostatic energy.

Next, we measured the DMI of samples using BLS.32,33 The
DMI induces an asymmetry of the magnon dispersion, which leads
to the difference in the frequencies of Stokes and Anti-Stokes peaks
(Δ f ). We noticed that Δ f [shown in Fig. 5(a) for the pristine
sample] stayed constant up to 8× dose and reduced by 15% for
12× dose (see the supplementary material). When calculated, the
magnitude of the DMI followed the trend of Ms [Fig. 5(b)]. Fur-
thermore, we replaced Ms with surface magnetization (Ms × t) to

FIG. 5. Determination of exchange inter-
actions. (a) BLS spectra of the pristine
sample measured at ksw = 16.7 μm−1,
mirrored around Δ f = 3.1 GHz for clarity
of presentation. (b) Variation of effec-
tive micromagnetic DMI (D) and interface
DMI (Dint ) as a function of irradiated
dose. (c) Experimental MFM image of
the pristine sample (top) and simulated
magnetic textures with the same peri-
odicity of MFM image, achieved at 12
pJ/m (bottom). The scale bar represents
500 nm length. (d) Effect of irradiation
dose on the periodicity of experimental
magnetic textures observed at zero field.
The inset shows the 2-D FFT profile of
zero-field magnetic textures of the pris-
tine sample. (e) Estimated Aex values for
different ion doses (fluences).
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eliminate any discrepancy in the effective thickness of the FM layer
and calculated the interfacial DMI (Dint) [Fig. 5(b)].48,52 The cal-
culated DMI value of the pristine sample (1.25 mJ/m2) agrees well
with those of previous studies.65–67 For the irradiated samples, we
found an increase in DMI, which was the maximum for 8× sample
(1.94 mJ/m2). As reported previously, the interface intermixing
between FM and heavy metal atoms at a rough interface may
increase D and Dint by a few percent.48,52,68,69 Here, the enhanced
DMI by 50% (and the trend of DMI) is a peculiar feature of our
study. Intermixing of Co and Pt layers can increase the formation
of Co–Pt–Co triplets, thereby introducing additional asymmetric
exchange interactions and, hence, resulting in an enhancement in
the DMI. Additionally, we speculate that the enhanced magneto-
static energy might have contributed to the increase in the DMI. On
the contrary, for the higher dose sample (12×), the drop in DMI is
due to large disordering at the CoFeB/Pt interface.52

We estimated the Aex using a combination of micromag-
netic simulations (Mumax370) and experiments (see “Experimental
Section”). In simulations, we varied the value of Aex (keeping other
parameters constant) and achieved equilibrium states (at zero field)
with various periodicities.9,66,71,72 We compared the periodicities
of simulated states9,73 (see the supplementary material) with the
extracted periodicity values from the MFM images [Fig. 5(d)] to
achieve Aex [Fig. 5(c)]. Interestingly, the estimated Aex for irradiation
samples [Fig. 5(e)] follows the trend of Ms, revealing the dependence
of Aex on the magnetostatic energy.74 We speculate that the variation
of Aex after irradiation is due to the changes in the structure of the
FM layer, which also led to the trend of Ms.

EVOLUTION OF SKYRMION PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

We imaged the irradiated samples at different magnetic
fields. Figures. 6(a)–6(d) show MFM images of samples at their
highest skyrmion density states. We noticed an increase in the
skyrmion density of irradiated samples. The increase in the den-
sity was more than six-fold, increasing up to 48.12 skyrmion/μm2

[Fig. 5(e)]. In addition, we quantified the skyrmion size at the
fields where skyrmion densities were the highest. We found a
reduction in the variance of skyrmion size by almost 50%, where
the size of the smallest skyrmion reduced from 139 to 76 nm
[Fig. 5(f)]. Moreover, we measured the average skyrmion eccen-
tricity and found that the skyrmions became more circular with
increased irradiation dose. However, the change was not as signif-
icant (see the supplementary material) as reported in a previous
study.27

The increase in the density of zero-field magnetic textures
[Fig. 5(d)] and skyrmions [Fig. 6(e)] is due to the following factors:
(i) a reduction in Keff , resulting from the modulation of anisotropy
and dipolar interactions and (ii) an increase in DMI.75,76 The modifi-
cation of these magnetic properties, caused by atomic displacements,
resulting in a lower domain wall energy8 (see the supplementary
material). The combination of these two factors favors the formation
of densely packed skyrmions.9

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Atomic displacements provide a route to tune the interfacial
and bulk magnetic properties of chiral magnetic material. The alloy-

FIG. 6. Effect of interface intermixing on the physical properties of skyrmions.
(a)–(d) MFM images of pristine, 4×, 8×, and 12×, respectively. Images were cap-
tured at the out-of-plane magnetic fields corresponding to the maximum skyrmion
density. (e) Variation in skyrmion density due to different ion doses (fluences). (f)
Average skyrmion size at different ion doses (fluences).

ing of Co (Fe) and Pt atoms, increase in immidiate proximity of Co
with Pt, and migration of B atoms led to the enhancement of mag-
netostatic energy, which, in turn, influenced the DMI and Aex. The
disordering at the interface modified both Keff and DMI. The inves-
tigations on the stack interface explained the underlying phenomena
for variation in the magnetic properties. Consequently, the changes
in the magnetic properties led to a reduced domain wall energy. The
decreased in domain wall energy enabled denser skyrmion states
with smaller skyrmion sizes. These results establish a connection
between the atomic displacement-induced modifications of struc-
tural properties and the resulting characteristics of skyrmions. Our
study demonstrates a technique to tailor the physical properties of
magnetic skyrmions to achieve dense skyrmion states. Moreover,
the used technique can be exploited to suppress the skyrmion Hall
effect by creating energy barriers on the edges, as predicted by pre-
vious studies.77,78 Hence, the study offers a promising perspective
for developing high-density skyrmion-based racetrack memory and
neuromorphic applications. Moreover, the findings of our report
addresses a broad topic that is not only limited to the materials with
skyrmions but can be extended to any magnetic material system with
crucial attributes from the interfacial structures.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The sample used for this study is
Ta(5)/[Pt(3)/Co60Fe20B20(0.5)/MgO(1.5)]x8/Pt(3) (thickness in
nanometers). The film stack was sputter-deposited on a thermally
oxidized Si wafer using the 300 mm Singulus Timaris tool. The
He+ irradiation was performed using a Helium-S® system from
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Spin-Ion Technologies. The irradiation was done at 20 keV by
keeping the ion flux constant at around 9 × 1016 ion m−2 s−1. The
irradiation dose was varied in the 1018 ions/m2 range, which was
integrated over an area of 2.72 × 104 m2. The samples were annealed
in a vacuum annealing oven for 1 h at different temperatures. The
ramping time to reach the set temperature was kept constant at
30 min, and after annealing, the samples were left in the oven for
overnight to cooldown.

Magnetic properties were measured by Lakeshore
8600 series vector vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)
and MicroMag alternative gradient field magnetometer
(AGM). We calculated the Keff using the formula:79–81

Keff =Ms[∫ 1
0 Hop(mop)dmop − ∫ 1

0 Hip(mip)dmip], where Hop

and Hip are the applied magnetic field, and mop and mip are the
normalized value of magnetization in the out-of-plane and in-plane
directions, respectively (see the supplementary material). Brillouin
light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy measurements were performed
in the 180○ backscattering geometry in ps polarization using the
514.5 nm radiation of an argon-ion laser and a six-pass tandem
Fabry–Perot interferometer (used in a previous study32). We
calculated DMI using the formula14,32,82 Δf = 2γDksw

πMs
(ksw is spin

wave vector and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio).
Imaging of the magnetic states of samples was done by employ-

ing a Bruker Dimension Icon atomic force microscope. The images
were analyzed in Fourier space to determine the periodicity of tex-
tures at zero-field. The position and width of the Fourier transform
peak were used to quantify the periodicity of magnetic domains
and error bars, respectively. The skyrmion density was measured by
filtering out the artifacts from the tip–sample interaction and back-
ground noise. To quantify the skyrmion sizes, 2D isotropic Gaussian
fits were carried out on the skyrmions within a ∼5 × 5 μm2, and
the full-width at half-maxima (FWHM) was measured.9,83 The error
bars of the skyrmion size represent a true spread in the observed size
of multiple skyrmions. The reported sizes are the raw estimates of
skyrmion width, lacking any deconvolution to account for the MFM
tip size.

The migration of FM atoms was investigated by a time-of-flight
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS). Analyses were per-
formed using a TOF⋅SIMS 5–300 instrument (Ion ToF, Germany).
A pulsed 30 keV Bi+ primary ion beam with a target current of
6.8 pA and a field of view of 100 × 100 μm2 was used. Analysis was
performed in random raster mode with 128 × 128 pixels (dose den-
sity: 1 × 1013 ions per cm2). A 500 eV Cs sputter beam with a current
of 44 nA on an area of 500 × 500 μm2 was used for depth profil-
ing. Profiling was carried out in the interlaced mode. Monte Carlo
simulations, to predict the effect of irradiation, were carried out by
transport of ions in matter (TRIM) software (details of parameters
are provided in the supplementary material).

Cross-sectional imaging through a transmission electron
microscope was performed at Covalent Metrology, USA.

Micromagnetic simulations were carried out by using
Mumax3.70 The simulations were performed at 300 K, and an
effective medium model with eight repetitions was used.9,66,71,72

The multilayers were modeled with a mesh size of 3 × 3 nm2 over
a ∼1.5 × 1.5 μm2 area for comparison with films. The z length was
changed to match the effective length, which was calculated using
the effective model method. The magnetization was initiated with

a random state, which was allowed to run up to 150 ns to achieve
an equilibrium state with minimum energy. Finally, the periodicity
trends with varying Aex were found to be monotonic, which was
used for regression analysis to accurately estimate the magnetic
parameters.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the supporting data.
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